“MANAGEMENT
FUELED
BY
ENTREPRENEURIAL
SPIRIT”

-Elie Schwartz CEO

EFFICIENT
OPERATIONS,
MAXIMUM RESULTS

“Everything about this building exemplifies
our business model. When we do customer
tours for potential clients, we always mention
our relationship with the management of this
building and how important it is.”
- John Longo, Tenant
vXchnge

1500 Spring Garden, Philadelphia, PA
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SUCCESSFUL
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
REQUIRES A
WELL-OILED
MANAGEMENT
MACHINE

High Occupancy Rates

Low Operational Costs

Increased Property Values

That’s the simple formula. But in actuality, there is a lot
going on behind-the-scenes by our talented team of
professionals working together.

A PEEK INSIDE
THE NIGHTINGALE
MACHINE

OUR SUCCESS
COULD BE YOUR
SUCCESS

We identify your

“Every deal is different,
needs creative thinking and
a unique strategy.”
Michael Murray

Our clients think

property’s potential

“At Nightingale, we understand the goals

we’re telepathic

Unexpected repairs are
expensive. Through
discovery and analysis,
we familiarize ourselves
with your property’s
infrastructure,
identifying weak points
and opportunities, so
that we can proactively
prevent and minimize
problems, as well as
create value, down
the road.

of our partners and clients. That helps us

Readiness is our
superpower. Proper
planning, budgeting,
and smart resource
allocation hold expenses
in check. By being
prepared, we anticipate
changes and forecast
issues. Our intuition,
and industry-leading
expertise, keep balance
sheets in the green.

Andrew Martin

ensure properties perform as you

CFO

would expect.”

Director of Engineering and Construction

Asset management
is in our blood

immediate action
“We know our hardworking tenants
spend the majority of their waking
hours within our walls. It’s our
job to ensure their experience is
Brenton Hutchinson
VP of Property Management

exceptional.”

Once our team of
experts converge on
your property, our vision
solidifies. The hum of
the Nightingale team
can be heard, while we
follow through on each
and every change. Our
laser-like focus, and
relentless determination,
ensures that no detail
gets missed.

“Management shouldn’t just

“Management fueled by

be about maintaining your

entrepreneurial spirit.”

property, it should be about
maximizing it.”

Elie Schwartz
CEO

Simon Singer
President

We create value, then
you can leverage it
however you wish. The
best part about us is
that we manage your
property like it’s ours.
Whatever your goal – be
it sell, refinance, or enjoy
a steady cash flow – we’ll
get you there.
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Make a plan. Take

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT WITH
AN OWNERSHIP
PERSPECTIVE
We treat your
capital like it’s
“Most management
companies don’t deal with
financial issues like we do.”

Lisa Mamounas

our capital
We know how to get
things done because
we’re owners too. Making
clients happy, dealing
with insurance claims,
running a financial
department…this is what
we do, every day.

Director of Corporate Operations

at this location is very professional,
well-organized and great at
communicating issues.”
– Anne Buffi, Tenant
Independence Blue Cross

1500 Spring Garden, Philadelphia, PA

Big picture
management, down
to the micro details
Most third-party
property managers don’t
manage like owners,
but in our minds, that’s
exactly how property
management should be
approached. Firsthand
experience gives us
the edge to proactively
set your property up to
reach its fullest potential,
not just to survive the
day-to-day.
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“The property management team

NO SALESMAN,
JUST A TEAM

Lindsay Kaplan

Brian Weinberger

Senior Real Estate Counsel

General Counsel

“Our counsel helps add value which

“We are committed to providing prudent advice,

helps protect, and enhance,

and innovative solutions, to help our Asset

our properties.”

Management and Leasing teams achieve
their objectives.”

“I think Property Management
has been doing a great job. They
are friendly, gracious, and always
responsive. Communications
during building upgrades have been
Will Hutton

tremendous and exciting.”

Capital Transaction Associate

– Connie Rizzuto, Tenant
Benefits Data Trust

to create, and extract, maximum value
for each transaction.”

1500 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA
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“We are a well-oiled machine equipped
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OUR MOST
VALUABLE
INVESTMENT
IS OUR
PEOPLE

“This building has an excellent management staff that
is very accommodating, communicates very well, and is
very professional.”

- John Longo, Tenant
vXchnge

1500 Spring Garden, Philadelphia, PA

Empowered people make big things happen

At Nightingale, we’ve uncomplicated the relationship between owner
and manager. By keeping our operational gears transparent, processes
move quickly and seamlessly. Our team is a family, all working together to
accomplish the same goal. Everyone at Nightingale has a voice.

THENGGROUP.COM
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THE RIGHT WAY,
NOT THE EASY WAY

All great properties

Our asset managers

have great property
managers

“From acquisition to sale, we have
the full picture in mind.”

“You must be diligent to ensure the
numbers are correct. There is no
margin for error.”
Olga Sapozhnikova
Director of Property Accounting

Our industry-leading
experts have completed
rigorous training and
hold certifications of
the highest standards.
They set accountable
budgets, monitor
variances, and ensure
your building is meeting
its targets for maximum
financial performance
and operational
effectiveness.

Even small
improvements
maximize the value
of a building
“When tenants see you paying attention
to the small details, they know not to
worry about the big ones.”
Reuben Stein
Associate Director of Property Management

We put it all under a
microscope. Everything
from improving the
efficiency of the lighting
to HVAC, to elevators
and the automation
of staffing functions.
Nothing gets glossed
over on our watch.

are trained like
owners
Experience is an
excellent teacher.
We’ve learned from our
past successes, and
failures, as property
owners. That’s our
unique advantage. We
use it to reduce your
building’s operational
costs, improving overall
financial performance.

Noah Weaver

We manage your

Capital Transactions Analyst

property from an
owner’s perspective
No one spends your
money more carefully
than you. That’s why
our management team
looks at a property
from your perspective.
We don’t have building
superintendents – we
have well-trained, onsite, asset managers.
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NO SUPERINTENDENTS
HERE, JUST TRAINED
MANAGERS

WE DON’T REACT,
WE ANTICIPATE

WE KNOW NOI
“Great property management staff.”

The proverbial light
bulb goes off

Jerry Abramowitz, Tenant
Cohen & Malad

Regions Tower, Indianapolis, IN

“Mature operating procedures and

How many dollars does
it take to change a light
bulb? Back in 2008, we
owned our first property.
It was only 54,000
square feet, but we were
paying $15,000 a month
to change light bulbs.
Those types of financial
pain points caused
us to make sweeping
changes. That’s how
Nightingale Realty was
born. We began tracking
every penny and started
holding our vendors
accountable. The
building’s values soared,
which saved our business
during the recession of
2008. We employ the
same strategy in every
building we manage
today.

experienced Nightingale staff on-site.”

“Most companies are
departmentalized, but not at
Nightingale. We’re all in the trenches,
working together.”

Jonathan Yunaev
Property Manager

ways to make our tenants’
lives better
At Nightingale, we’re not
just responsive to tenant
needs – we anticipate
issues before they exist.
Because we care, we’re
constantly looking to
improve our tenants
experience. That’s why
we have such great
relationships with
our tenants.

Shehzad Khan, Tenant
PSEG Services Corporation

80 Park Plaza, Newark, NJ
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We’re always looking for

NUMBERS
DON’T
LIE

WE IDENTIFY TALENT
AND MAKE THEM PART
OF THE TEAM
“Great systems are the difference between good
companies and great ones.”

We beat the Kingsley Average* in all 5 critical areas:

1.

Tenant Renewal Intentions = 4% Over Kingsley Average

2.

TI’s Quality of Work = 7% Over Kingsley Average

3.

TI’s Timeliness of Process = 4% Over Kingsley Average

4.

Value for Amount Paid = 3% Over Kingsley Average

5.

Management Accommodations with Special Requests = 4% Over Kingsley Average

Don’t just take our
word for it. Kingsley
Associates, an
industry leader in
tenant satisfaction
assessments, surveyed
15 of our properties
across 9 states:
Not only that, due
to outstanding
performance, we
received the prestigious
Kingsley Excellence
Award† for a multitude of
our properties.

Ambitious plans
don’t come together
by themselves

Alex Roth
Director of Acquisitions and Asset Management

“Exceptionally nice, friendly and

It takes experienced,
dedicated and caring
professionals. People
like that can’t just be
found anywhere. They
prefer working with
other talented people,
who treat them right,
shoot them straight, and
do what they say they’re
going to do. We’re proud
to say that most of our
key team members have
been with us since the
very beginning.

hard-working team.”

Cindy Carde, Tenant
Phoenix Realty Group

645 Madison Avenue, New York, NY

* Based upon 2018 results
† Awarded in 2019

THENGGROUP.COM
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RECOGNIZE
POTENTIAL, IMPROVE
PERFORMANCE
Here are the key fundamentals that matter most:

HOW PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
SHOULD BE

We work with our clients,
shoulder-to-shoulder,
to identify issues and
create a plan of action.

1. We look at your capital like it’s our capital
2. We keep operations lean and efficient, to deliver maximum results
3. We are proactive on maintenance and repairs to avoid being reactive later
4. We hold vendors accountable and make sure the job is done right
5. We strive every day to improve your property by cutting costs, create efficiencies
and increase the value of your investment
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That’s what we do.
Every
Single
Day

Our Story

About Nightingale

Growing up as children in Brooklyn, New York,
Simon Singer and Elie Schwartz both attended
the same summer camp. Although they had
some mutual friends, their paths never really
crossed. Neither of them had any idea that later
they would team up and build a successful real
estate business together.

The Nightingale Group, LLC is a privately held
vertically integrated commercial real estate investment firm.

Not long thereafter, as they started their careers,
they chose different paths. Simon attended
Fordham Law School and was working as inhouse counsel for a real estate development
company. Elie, the constant entrepreneur, was
running an IT consulting firm specializing in the
setup and installation of Cisco network products
and Microsoft servers. Destiny finally had its day
when Simon’s company hired Elie’s company to
set-up a network in their Manhattan office.
Elie, while being successful in the IT business,
had been brokering real estate deals as a side
business. And as it turned out, Simon liked real
estate and was looking to make a change from
his legal career. Two weeks later, on September
7th, 2005, Nightingale was born.
The decision to partner wasn’t primarily about
putting deals together or how well their skillsets
meshed. For both founders, it was knowing
that the other guy was someone they could
count on.
That next year was the year of the midnight oil.
Every night, after their day jobs, Elie and Simon
would get together and work long hours putting
deals together and building up their partnership.
They are asked all the time, why “Nightingale”?
The meaning behind Nightingale is derived
from a play on words of our founders’ names. In
Yiddish, Elie’s last name, Schwartz, means black,
as in night. And Simon’s last name means, well,
singer. When you combine Schwartz + Singer,
you get Nightingale.

Founded in 2005 by Elie Schwartz and Simon
Singer, Nightingale deploys capital on behalf
of itself and its partners through specific and
nonspecific investments. Primarily, Nightingale
seeks value-oriented investments with repositioning or redevelopment opportunities in core
and non-core markets across the United States.
By leveraging off a proprietary network, Nightingale is able to source unique opportunities.
Once an opportunity is identified, an investment specific strategy is then conceived, designed to maximize value at all levels.
Headquartered in New York City, Nightingale’s
portfolio holdings currently span across 9 states
with over 13 million square feet of office and
retail commercial space under management.
Nightingale’s strongest asset is its ability to
move quickly and efficiently through the access
of readily available capital and strong in-place
teams consisting of legal, leasing and asset management making it a strong player in the industry.
Since their first acquisition, Nightingale’s size, and
scale of operations has increased dramatically but
certain fundamentals have never changed:
• They work the fundamentals of commercial real
estate harder than anyone else in the business
• They look after investor money like it was their own
• They treat everyone with respect
• Elie and Simon still work long hours to ensure
the success of their deals, and to ensure that
their investments remain highly profitable
It was those fundamentals that helped them
grow even during the financial crisis of 2008,
and build Nightingale into the well-respected,
successful company it is today.

NEW YORK CITY
BROOKLYN
PHILADELPHIA
MIAMI
NEWARK
ATLANTA
CHICAGO

How’d Simon and Elie convince investors to
trust them with their money when they were
a brand new real estate company with no track
record? As one investor put it, “They had total
faith that Simon and Ellie would look after their
investment as if it was their own. That they’d
work the fundamentals harder then anyone
else in the business, and that they’d never lose
respect for the fact that the investors money
made it all possible”.

THENGGROUP.COM
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NIGHTINGALE REALTY
1430 Broadway, Suite 1605
New York, NY 10018
212-742-2800
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